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In his acclaimed book, _Zen and Psychotherapy: Partners in Liberation_, Joseph Bobrow showed how liberation unfolds along two tracks, spiritual experience and emotional growth. These two dimensions, he demonstrated, are intersectional by nature and he used the image of the double helix to capture their interplay.

In _A True Person of No Rank: Awakening Buddha’s Dream to Save the World_, Joseph expands his integrative approach to include four additional interweaving dimensions:

- practice, insight & social action
- awakening & embodiment
- conscious awareness & unconscious emotional intelligence

The author describes how Buddhist practice, psychological work, and social engagement are intrinsically intersectional. In a broader sense, psyche, spirit, and world are the integrative dimensions of a realized person and her activity.

Bobrow presents an original view of no-self and an expanded myth of the realized person, a true person of no rank, what in baseball is called a "five-tool player," where the alignment of practice, insight and awakened action is a crucible for wisdom and compassion.

The book explores not just the encounter of Buddhism with our emotional experience—emotional intelligence—but with what the author names unconscious emotional intelligence. This encounter includes the residues of trauma, that if unacknowledged and unintegrated, can compromise practice and the social engagement that flows naturally from it.

The author presents the power of the awakening sangha or beloved community—true persons of no-rank, agents of compassion — and how it helps transform collective trauma through a process he names the Eightfold Path of Transforming Trauma.
The author explores the deeper currents of motivation and intention, key elements of Buddhist principles and praxis, including the role of what he names psychic fuels and the importance of becoming able to track the impacts of our actions, opening to their traces just beneath the surface of our awareness, and from the input of our fellow beings.

Insight and embodiment, realization and its personalization go in and out of alignment. The author explores how and why this happens and what can be done to restore alignment and revive our energies for transforming our own suffering and the suffering of our planet and its inhabitants. A five-tool player employs these activities as part of his continuing education; self-correcting in an ongoing process of refinement and deepening of, not just his awakening, but his integration of all these dimensions.

Joseph Bobrow is a Zen master, psychoanalyst and community activist. He has been practicing and teaching Zen for fifty years and is Roshi of Deep Streams Zen Institute in Los Angeles. Joseph has long been integrating Western psychology with Buddhist practice to create communities for transforming individual and collective anguish.


His podcast, “Lotus in the Fire,” brings seasoned teachers and activists into dialogue on Engaged Buddhism. He practices psychotherapy and psychoanalysis in Los Angeles and teaches widely.

Praise for A True Person of No Rank

What does spiritual practice have to do with social engagement? A lot, as Joe Bobrow discusses in this perceptive reflection on their interaction. How does a “person of no rank” help to transform traumatic suffering? Drawing on his own experience as both a Zen teacher and a psychotherapist, Joe explores the connection between realization and personalization, insight and embodiment. Given the social and ecological challenges that face us today, it is essential for us to understand their relationship. — David Loy, author of Ecodharma: Buddhist Teachings for the Ecological Crisis; Nonduality; Lack and Transcendence.

This book is a wake-up call, and more. It has so much in it that actually wakes you up. You can feel inner seas part, old skin shed, and a brightness that your being is hungry for. Aspects of Buddhism and mental-health disciplines co-nourish and activate each other. I felt my spine tingle from the first words and a sense of life kept opening. And more – this work is not just an appeal to the individual to save himself but for a joint effort to save the world and each other. We are in this together and the life that informs us can give us more than we imagine. — Michael Eigen, author of The Psychoanalytic Mystic; The Challenge of Being Human; The Sensitive Self; Flames from the Unconscious.

For many decades, and through several books, Joe Bobrow has been developing a “multilingual” approach to Zen practice, one that combines the essence of the Zen tradition as he received it from his teachers, with insights and experiences from the psychoanalysis he has trained in and practiced. In A True Person of No Rank, he adds to this crucially important ongoing project the element of compassionate social action, “saving the world,” telling stories about the healing work he has done with war veterans and others. In the troubled world we live in now, he writes, we must all become true persons, sufficiently wise and healed within to be really able to help. This is a thoughtful and inspiring book. — Norman Fischer, poet, author, and Soto Zen Buddhist priest. Author of When You Greet Me I Bow: Notes and Reflections from A Life In Zen; and Selected Poems 1980-2013.

Joseph Borrow brings alive the Buddhist roots of engaged spirituality – becoming an agent of compassion – with originality and inspiration. — Tara Brach, author of Trusting the Gold and Radical Acceptance.
Joseph’s voice is a call to action for personal, social, and planetary healing. Everything matters. Dive in and be inspired! — Koshin Paley Ellison, author of Untangled: Walking the Eightfold Path to Clarity, Courage and Compassion.

Bobrow’s thoughtful synthesis of a lifetime of spiritual, professional, and communal explorations challenges you to examine the narratives that can waylay a spiritual path. In particular, this book holds up a mirror for Zen teachers and long-time Zen practitioners to consider anew how they align with the Buddha’s dream. — Wendy Egyoku Roshi, co-author of The Book of Householder Koans: Waking Up in the Land of Attachments.

Joe Bobrow brings his lifelong experience as a Zen teacher, psychoanalyst and social activist to clear up eons of psychological and spiritual confusion! Perennial questions about unity and differentiation, self and no-self, the role of the unconscious, individual vs. societal awakening – he takes them on fearlessly in this warm and knowledgeable book, filled with moving stories of transformation and love. I really enjoyed this book. — Trudy Goodman, Founding Teacher, InsightLA

Joseph Bobrow’s new book is a refreshing deep dive into the nature of “true self,” reworking sometimes incomplete Western perspectives on anatta (no self) with a view that is both true to the original Buddhist teachings but also attuned to the fact that “The world is burning. People are destroying it.” Roshi/psychoanalyst Bobrow describes a person of no rank who is able to embrace (not discard) a specific version of personhood and compassion in order to ease the suffering of others and defend our embattled world. Deep and suitably irreverent, existential and yet personal, this book is recommended to those wishing to look more deeply into the nature of consciousness and the implications of the dharma for a world on the precipice of very frightening things. — John Briere, PhD, Emeritus Professor of Psychiatry, University of Southern California School of Medicine, co-editor of Mindfulness-oriented interventions for trauma: Integrating contemplative practices (Guilford).

In A True Person of No Rank, Joseph Bobrow explores the power of embodiment – building our capacity for love and sharing our compassion with the world. This book is a reminder of the sacredness of being alive and the importance of fully living the awakenings we experience. — Sharon Salzberg, author of Lovingkindness and Real Change.
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